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History of Altomonte
It is known that the area of Altomonte has been inhabited from prehistoric times because of numerous finds: a little 
knife of splintered flint, a grave in the  form of an egg, a bronze axe, etc.
In the time of Greater Greece (VII-V centuries B.C.) Altomonte, bounded by the rivers Grondi and Esaro, produced 
and sold agricultural products to the important Greek city of Sibari (Thurium-Copiae 720 B.C. - 476 A.D.). Vases, 
paintings and other finds can be seen in the Museum of the Sibaritide and in the Museum of Reggio Calabria.
In Roman times the Latin name of Altomonte was Balbia (V - III century B.C.), perhaps derived from the family 
Balbia or Bebia, famous for magistrates and military commanders.

Plinio il Vecchio (23- 79 A.D.) mentions Balbia for its 
famous wines; he also mentions the mining of rock 
salt in the nearby territory of Lungro  (Historia 
naturalis, chapter 66).
Altomonte was subject to Roman domination up to 
the fall of the Western Roman Empire (476 A.D.).  It 
was then affected by conflicts with barbarians, 
particularly by the Franchi, who were the first to be 
converted to Christianity (the descent of the Franchi 
was in 774 A.D.).
From the V to the IX century Altomonte was subject 
to Byzantine domination and this was followed by a 
second Arab invasion of the Mediterranean in the X 
century. The first certain use of the name Altomonte, 

Brahalla of Saracen derivation, can be verified from Vatican and Angevin registers.
The documented history of Altomonte dates from the arrival of the Normans of Roberto il Guiscardo, Duke of 
Calabria.The building of the Norman Tower,  the Castle and  the Church devoted to Santa Maria de' Franchi, dates 
from 1052, thanks to the Normans who, with the approval of the Pope, had been able to drive the Byzantines from 
the area. Ogerio and Basilia were the Norman Counts of Brahalla, who made peace with  the Byzantine survivors.  
They founded a Cistercian abbey of  latin rite, Santa Maria di Leucio in Acquaformosa (1191) and  an abbey of  
Greek-Byzantine rite, Santa Maria de' Fontibus near Lungro, administrated from  Basiliani (1195).
The Suevians succeeded the Normans with Constance of Altavilla, of the Norman dynasty, marrying Enrico VI  of 
Germany, the son of Frederick Barbarossa (1152-1190) .
Frederick II of Suevia, (Enrico VI's son and Barbarossa's grandson) chose for his home "the happy city of 
Palermo." Occasionally he travelled through the Esaro valley (in 1222) bound  for Cosenza and, crossing the 
territory of Brahalla (Altomonte), he was attracted by this countryside.
The Suevians come to a  dramatic end by the hand of Carlo I d'Angiò, 
who  beheaded Corradino of Svevia (Naples - 1268). 
Carlo II succeeded Carlo I in 1309 and was in turn succeeded by 
Roberto d'Angiò, king of Naples, who undertook a military expedition 
in Sicily against the Aragonesi (1314).
Roberto d' Angiò was supported by  Gerardo Sangineto, the first born of 
Ruggero I (Count of Sangineto and Belvedere), and on  Gerardo's death 
his place in the expedition was taken by his brother Filippo di 
Sangineto.  
On his return from Sicily, in 1317, Filippo di Sangineto was named 
Signore di Brahalla (Altomonte) by Roberto d' Angiò.
Filippo di Sangineto participated in the defence of  Florence (1326-
1328), against Ludovico il Bavaro and took command of the Neapolitan 
Guelfi, beating Castruccio Castracani in Pistoia.
As a  result Roberto d'Angiò appointed Filippo di Sangineto as 
Siniscalco (administrator ) of Provenza and Forcalquier (1331-1347). 


